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2021 in Numbers (Sep 2020 – Sep 2021)

- INCITS standards published – 4 and 1 TR
- New INCITS projects initiated – 5
- US National Body votes submitted – 829
- US National Body contributions/comments submitted – 98
- Global directory submissions – 581
- US delegations – 49
- Adoptions - 264
JTC 1 Noteworthy items for INCITS

- Inclusive Terminology Policy agreed by both SMB and TMB
- New SC (SC 43) on Brain to Computer Interface (BCI)
- Updated SD 19 on Meetings
- Ad Hoc on Cross-Domain Collaboration
2021 Highlights

• Held a virtual INCITS Symposium in June 2021
• Welcome new INCITS Executive Vice-President David Bain
• Updated Names of INCITS TCs
• Started holding hybrid meetings for some TCs
• Got INCITS Polices and Procedures approved by USNC
INCITS New Activity

- INCITS TC Brain to Computer (BCI)
- INCITS TC on Inclusive Terminology
Membership in INCITS TCs

• Membership is by organization and determined by INCITS Policies and Procedures
• Members designate representatives (Individuals that act on behalf of the member)
• Membership is managed by the INCITS Secretariat
• Concerns about membership should be addressed to the INCITS Secretariat
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